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China YouTV’s CnBoo Web Site Ranks No.1 on Google.com!

BEIJING, CHINA, Aug 17, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- China YouTV Corp. 
(OTCBB: CYTV), a publicly traded company that provides online video sharing 
services through its CnBoo web site in China, reported that CnBoo.com 
is currently ranked No.1 among all online video companies in China based 
on the world wide leading Internet search engine Google.com.

Google is a top web searching engine in all major global markets, offering 
targeted search results from more than 8 billion web pages. 
Today, Google.com has become the World’s top one searching engine which 
offers search results in more than 35 languages and attracts an audience 
of more than 380 million people worldwide.

Coming on the heels of ranking No.1 on Microsoft Live Search Engine and No.7 
on BaiDu (China’s largest search engine), CnBoo is very proud to see 
its website now placing top position on all major searching engine websites 
in China.

According to the recent survey from IResearch, the audiences of online video 
website reach 86.72 million and account for 85.7% of total netizens 
in China by June 2007. Meanwhile, approximately 300 online video companies 
are sharing US$80 million market nowadays. Moreover, it predicts that 
the users of online sharing service will be 180 million with the market size 
of US$485 million by 2010 in China.

"All the revealed data made the ranking meaningful," said Mr. James Wei, 
the President of the Company. "Video sharing has a huge market in China. 
By the ranking, we are very pleased to see ’CnBoo’ becomes comparatively 
popular website among the other companies in the same field. 
We believe we have the ideal formula to further our ambitions of becoming 
a leading online video sharing website in the industry."

About China YouTV Corporation:

The Company signed a Definitive Agreement with HuaJu to set up a Joint Venture 
in China on March 16, 2007. According to the Agreement, the China YouTV Corp. 
owns 51% of the joint venture company and will provide the required 
working capital for the Joint Venture. HuaJu will be in charge 
of the daily operation of the Joint Venture. HuaJu has agreed to conduct 
its video sharing business only through the Joint Venture, and has agreed 
to contribute its web site, www.CnBoo.com and customer contracts 
to the Joint Venture www.CnBoo.com ("CnBoo") is the online video site 
belonging to the Joint Venture established by China YouTV Corp. and HuaJu. 
It is a video viewing site and social networking site that allows users 
to create their own profiles, post videos, and comment on each other’s posts. 
The CnBoo web site is similar to YouTube (www.YouTube.com), the No. 1 online 
video site in operation Within less than 2 years, CnBoo already has over 
1.2 million members and over 2 million pieces of original digital video 
(DV) shorts.

To increase membership and CnBoo’s brand name awareness, HuaJu has worked both 
on-line and off-line:



On-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to enhance its on-line contents, 
such as an agreement for CCTV’s TV program "Exploring High and Low", 
an agreement with ManGoCity, a travel company, an agreement with Megadia 
to host Humor channel on CnBoo web site, and the recently signed agreement 
with Music Nation and VVSky to add more music on its web site.

Off-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to promote its 3G space cards, 
such as the agreement with Gome Electrical Appliances Holding Ltd., 
the largest chain store operator of electrical appliances in China 
to distribute its 3G digital space cards to Gome customers; an agreement 
with HURRAY, a NASDAQ listed company, for the launch of 3G experience 
terminals in Gome’s stores; an agreement with ManGoCity, and a promotion 
agreement with Z-Card. HuaJu also got exclusive right from AIDS 
Prevention Education Project for Chinese Youth to negotiate with investors 
to install LED displays in the colleges and universities across China. 
All LEDs will have HuaJu and CnBoo’s logo on it.

The Company has shown increasing popularity as its CnBoo web sites had been 
ranked No.1 on Microsoft Live, No.7 on BaiDu, No.11 on Yahoo China and No.12 
on Google China when searching for keywords: on-line video and on-line video 
sharing web sites.

The Company has changed its name to China YouTV this year to reflect 
its new business operations: the fast growing video sharing web site market 
in China.

YouTube.com opened in November of 2006, it is one of the most viewed websites 
in the world. Its market influence has partnered it with the world’s largest 
media corporations. Google purchased it for over $1.6 Billion. Chboo.com is 
well on the way down the same road. This is a chance to get ahead, 
with a proven method of success.

Read the news, move fast on CYTV First thing Monday, August 20, 2007!



This will give more incentive to practice editing or test bugs and features on t
he sandbox instead of the main site.
please help me if you can.
JspException: Tag failed, check logs: null at com.
jsp as suggested on jspwiki readme.
Are you referring to the application server JVM settings?
In my case, it was definitely the attachments directory.
Is this a bug or what?
pageDir to an existing directory by editing jspwiki.
please help me if you can.
Getting that character to appear in various places is quite a challenge.
I’d need to see a full stack trace.
Features: Please see JSPWikiFeatures and why choose JSPWiki.
The site link is a dot US domain and also a dot ORG domain.
I had already created my user preferences, but at no point was I prompted to ent
er a user name, password and the likes.
This one will put you into a temporary ban list, if you make too many modificati
ons.
Maybe if they see a bad technique featured enough they’ll stop using it.



However, we would appreciate it if you would test it and report any bugs you fin
d.
Could you please look principally after other discrepancies in this attachment?
Right now I just want to get a basic installation working.
So, what am I missing here?
JspException Place where detected com.
jsp that Change Note field has no declaration or use.
It must be nice to be young, dumb and full of bad ideas about web design.
On this page is any news concerning the development of the Wiki engine itself, n
ew features, etc.
If you need help with a specific feature, plugin, or topic, it’s preferred that 
you ’Add a Comment’ to the relevant page instead of here since that would help s
elf-organize it.
org on a daily basis.
I put announcements on the JSPWiki Blog and the JSPWiki mailing list, but I tota
lly forgot this place.
I guess older engine versions do not deserve their own site, or someone will end
 up having to pay Janne for profesional support!
According to the article the XML-RPC threat was discovered earlier this year and
 patches are now available.
This error message may show up because of that.
Guys, don’t sweat about debugging messages.
tld in your WEB-INF folder!
I was fooling around with the policy file to restrict Anonymous and Asserted use
rs to basically be view and comment only.
Support Questions or Issues I would rather that you type your question directly;
 putting it in an attachment is contrary to the simplicity of Wiki.
i really need this help i am freshers very new to wiki also so please please hel
p me if you can.
Make sure you install the new version if you’ve changed the default configuratio
n and wish to use the JSPWiki.
But when I try to run the app the server drop this message: Details: javax.
Therefore it is a good idea to post patches on the mailing list instead of filin
g a bug report.
Have you ever seen another web site?
The Lupper worm only affects systems that use the PHP XML-RPC library.
After some debugging, it turns out the problem was a missing attachment file.
jks keystore to replace expired keys.
When I put it back, the problem went away.
The writer itemizes problems such as font size and poor contrast.
This is the recommended version to start with.
The search engine is the subject of many of the complaints.
I setup an ACL on one of those page but anonymous users could still access the p
age.
But I know I’ll really feel welcome, once I find out when and where it is.
What you are now seeing is the new default template.
A server to run your Wiki on.
This error message may show up because of that.
It’s possible that there’s an infinite loop somewhere.
org using the Search feature at the top-right of this page.
I checked the deployment of JSPWiki, and the jdom.
But I don’t see the "Attach File" link in my pages.
What versions are patched and what versions are not?
Wait, maybe I should say, "Yes, I’m sure the target market is ON ecstasy" if the
y like this site.
It’s possible that there’s an infinite loop somewhere.
I am totally lost now as to where to look next, since there is no mention of met
hod mmAllocLargeArray in the JSP code.
We do nightly builds for those who don’t want to roll their own packages.
If you don’t see any pages in the index, something is deeply wrong.



I’ve uncommented the security constraint sections and left them pretty much as-i
s with the exception of commenting out the user-data-constraint sections since I
 don’t want to use SSL right now.
The only way of achieving this I can think of would be to use a WikiServlet that
 serves static content as is and only dispatches requests for WikiPages.
Therefore it is a good idea to post patches on the mailing list instead of filin
g a bug report.
Have you ever seen another web site?
Do you have log files?
Installation  The installation instructions can be found from the package, as a 
file called ’README’.
I have tried altering the configuration files with no positive results.
Yes, I’m sure the target market is in ecstasy over this site.
No matter what you think of the current site, the "old" version was worse.
But when I try to run the app the server drop this message: Details: javax.
You can put your example in an attachment, but the question itself should be put
 on a page.
Can’t we just use the good old form-based security?
Anyway, it is with some eye-numbing excitement coupled with animation-induced ep
ileptic seizure that I give you the CPA Infrastructure Home Page.
Therefore it is a good idea to post patches on the mailing list instead of filin
g a bug report.
When I put it back, the problem went away.
Unfortunately I keep getting a null pointer exception.
Fixing the search engine, ensuring contrast, and marking Acrobat documents will 
go a long way toward making the site usable.
Any ideas what else to look at?
This code is directly from CVS.
I’d need to see a full stack trace.
UserManager Wiki:WhatsNew Wiki:WhatsNew - No supergroup ’AdminGroup’ exists; you
 should create one.
If you are absolutely sure that  JSPWiki was running quite okay or you can’t fig
ure out what is going on, then by all means, come over to  jspwiki.
We do nightly builds for those who don’t want to roll their own packages.
DO NOT DOWNLOAD UNLESS YOU REALLY ARE A SEASONED JAVA DEVELOPER OR OTHERWISE FEE
LING ODD.
I setup an ACL on one of those page but anonymous users could still access the p
age.
tld in your WEB-INF folder!
Are there patches for JSPWiki’s XML-RPC if it does indeed affect the system?
" Two days later, I found something even worse.
Contributions and patches A number of people have been gracious enough to contri
bute code into the JSPWiki pool.
You see a site that you think sucks and then e-mail the URL to me.
Everyone is welcome to help with this.
org after work, some do so only on weekends, while others visit once a month or 
less.
The new SpamFilter seems to be working pretty well, though - only a few go throu
gh before the guys get banned.
You can check the RecentChanges page to see if anyone has responded on the page 
that you posted to.
This site looks like someone has never seen another accounting web site.
What versions are patched and what versions are not?
I have used the triple-curly-bracket approach when possible, but there are situa
tions where I really don’t want it on a separate line and enclosed.
Fixing the search engine, ensuring contrast, and marking Acrobat documents will 
go a long way toward making the site usable.
war file into the webapps directory without changing anything in the installatio
n at all.
We’re back up, with a new build.



If you don’t see any pages in the index, something is deeply wrong.
Vincent’s comments: I’m reminded of the story I tell about Ampy B.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Installation  The installation instructions can be found from the package, as a 
file called ’README’.
Right now I just want to get a basic installation working.
After you have failed to find an answer, try searching this wiki, or go to any o
f the sites below.
How about some kind of version of triple-curly that acts like a pure quotation m
echanism?
UserManager Wiki:WhatsNew Wiki:WhatsNew - No supergroup ’AdminGroup’ exists; you
 should create one.
Are there patches for JSPWiki’s XML-RPC if it does indeed affect the system?
Anyway, it is with some eye-numbing excitement coupled with animation-induced ep
ileptic seizure that I give you the CPA Infrastructure Home Page.
EUID that was causing the problem.
xml file in the same WEB-INF directory.
In my case, it was definitely the attachments directory.
A server to run your Wiki on.
Confusingly, both this site and the engine are called JSPWiki right now.
The Daily Sucker features new sucky design techniques not in existence when the 
book was written.
When I put it back, the problem went away.
Getting that character to appear in various places is quite a challenge.
org on a daily basis.
But I don’t see the "Attach File" link in my pages.
Get it from JSPWikiDownload, while it’s still hot.
The site link is a dot US domain and also a dot ORG domain.
So, what am I missing here?
You can put your example in an attachment, but the question itself should be put
 on a page.
The only specifc change I can recall making was setting the attachments director
y, but I’m not sure that was the fix.
Maybe you wanted to do something but forget to finnish?
Welcome to the central place for JSPWiki support!
Check WikiWizard for more information.
The new SpamFilter seems to be working pretty well, though - only a few go throu
gh before the guys get banned.
This is the kind of mistake that just makes you look stupid and it’s hard to fix
 because the "typo" was made in Flash.
Anyway, I just upgraded this site, the documentation site, and the sandbox to th
e latest and mostest beautifulest of the CVS.
Are you referring to the application server JVM settings?
Support Questions or Issues I would rather that you type your question directly;
 putting it in an attachment is contrary to the simplicity of Wiki.
Can’t you see even the index page in the list of all pages?
It must be nice to be young, dumb and full of bad ideas about web design.
It doesn’t seem to be logging any obviously related errors.
Consider RCSFileProvider officially deprecated now; RCS itself seems to become u
nstable under enough pressure.
Right now I just want to get a basic installation working.
If you upload files to test, please do that in the SandBox.
give it more resources.
The Daily Sucker features new sucky design techniques not in existence when the 
book was written.
I was fooling around with the policy file to restrict Anonymous and Asserted use
rs to basically be view and comment only.
Everyone is welcome to help with this.
com  If you have the solution, please send it to me.
More specifically, please understand that many things might be broken in this re



lease.
If you have any suggestions for an area, make a suggestion below.
UserManager Wiki:WhatsNew Wiki:WhatsNew - No supergroup ’AdminGroup’ exists; you
 should create one.
jsp that Change Note field has no declaration or use.
jks keystore to replace expired keys.
JspException Place where detected com.
Or maybe you have some other way to solve managing the groups, what I don’t see.

Singular names I don’t like the matching of singular names to plural forms.
I had already created my user preferences, but at no point was I prompted to ent
er a user name, password and the likes.
In my case, it was definitely the attachments directory.
Right now I just want to get a basic installation working.
Can someone suggest a way I can debug this problem more?
What versions are patched and what versions are not?
On this page is any news concerning the development of the Wiki engine itself, n
ew features, etc.
Have you ever seen another web site?
Some people may visit jspwiki.
It should lessen the bandwidth requirements as well.
If you are absolutely sure that  JSPWiki was running quite okay or you can’t fig
ure out what is going on, then by all means, come over to  jspwiki.
" There’s a method to the madness.
Get it from JSPWikiDownload, while it’s still hot.
Is this a bug or what?
How do you deploy JSPWiki without all the jaas configuration?
org Wiki, only the admin can do that.
JSPWikiMailingList - which is probably the best place to get answers You might a
lso want to try running a search of jspwiki.
What you are now seeing is the new default template.
When I put it back, the problem went away.
The arguments against the site are all valid.
Since Web designers are stubborn, I also include old sucky techniques featured i
n the book.
It must be nice to be young, dumb and full of bad ideas about web design.
We moved our WIKI onto a dedicated machine to try remove the memory error i.
This is because we switched to using the alpha on our server as well.
Also, some general information about this site is added.
Horrific in the sense of content, not design.
so whats the solution ?
Moreover, on one server, we also host many other application.
The arguments against the site are all valid.
How do I turn on attachments ?
Has anyone had their system infected?
It’s possible that there’s an infinite loop somewhere.
Maybe you wanted to do something but forget to finnish?
More specifically, please understand that many things might be broken in this re
lease.
Do you have log files?
properties to setup pageDir, storageDir and workDir.
jsp from default template to OliveBranch template, but I am still looking for so
lution where is your mistake referenced to not showing Edit Group and Delete Gro
up link on the top right corner.
The politically correct version of Does My Web Site Suck?
We do nightly builds for those who don’t want to roll their own packages.
However, we would appreciate it if you would test it and report any bugs you fin
d.
However, we would appreciate it if you would test it and report any bugs you fin
d.



give it more resources.
Any ideas what else to look at?
It should be your first port of call whenever you are faced with problems.
org after work, some do so only on weekends, while others visit once a month or 
less.
If you need help with a specific feature, plugin, or topic, it’s preferred that 
you ’Add a Comment’ to the relevant page instead of here since that would help s
elf-organize it.
But I don’t see the "Attach File" link in my pages.
Everyone is welcome to help with this.
I am getting a memory allocation error: mmAllocLargeArray.
And what is index search?
We moved our WIKI onto a dedicated machine to try remove the memory error i.
You cannot delete files from www.
I would like to increase security on our wiki and specifically restrict access t
o some pages to specific users.
" Two days later, I found something even worse.
The TV reported people saying it was difficult to navigate, but I couldn’t tell 
you how the original site was organized for comparison.
jsp that Change Note field has no declaration or use.
Can’t we just use the good old form-based security?
jsp that Change Note field has no declaration or use.
Christophe Cariou Register.
Unfortunately I keep getting a null pointer exception.
The problem is, I don’t know how I can create one in the first place.
I’ll explain my case anyway .
I’ll explain my case anyway .
InternalWikiException: unable to create Lucene index at com.
We moved our WIKI onto a dedicated machine to try remove the memory error i.
jsp as suggested on jspwiki readme.
Any ideas what else to look at?
It’s not like it’s the end of the world.
If you have any suggestions for an area, make a suggestion below.
You can put your example in an attachment, but the question itself should be put
 on a page.


